Analytic solutions for qq systems obtained from a cut-off type approximation to the funnel potential are applied to bb and cc systems.
Vl(r)
a/r + gr + C (1.1) which takes both confinement and asymptotic freedom into account by the linear and J f 2fm fpe2JeJy Is gnel co_ns h o$ aroriate lJ. It has been shown y inverse scattering methods [2] , [3] , using charmonium and upsilon parameters that quarkonium potentials are flavour-independent for the range 0.I fm r fm.
It has also been found that solutions obtained from Vl(r) . . CORRECTIONS TO ENEI LEVELS.
We now estimate the correction to the first oscillator energy level due to the perturbation by the Coulombic potential for r between zero and r I. The first author wishes to thank U.G.C., India for financial support for the research.
